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Mathematical Prizes

� There is no Nobel Prize in Mathematics.

� But we have our equivalents | the Fields

Medals and the Nevanlinna Prize.

� I shall describe a little of the History of the

prizes, and say something about the most

recent winners and their work | with very

few formulae!

� A Tom Lehrer Song makes the case that

Mathematics is ubiquitous: the language

of modern science, high technology, and

everyday life.
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THE FIELDS MEDAL

� The highest honour in mathematics

� A Canadian bequest (1932)

� Two to four awarded at quadrennial Inter-

national Congress of Mathematicians

� � � � and the Nevanlinna Prize.

� In 2003, there will be a new $500,000 (US)

Abel Prize.

The transparencies, and other resources,

for this presentation are available at

www.cecm.sfu.ca/personal/jborwein/fields.html

And now the players � � �
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A. John Charles Fields

Born in Hamilton: 14 May 1863

Died in Toronto: 9 Aug 1932
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\John Fields received his B.A. in math-

ematics from the University of Toronto

in 1884. After a Ph.D. at Johns Hop-

kins University, Fields was appointed

Professor of Mathematics at Allegheny

College in 1889. However from 1892

Fields studied in Europe with Fuchs,

Frobenius, Hensel, Schwarz and Planck.

In 1902 Fields was appointed to the

position of lecturer at the University of

Toronto where he remained until his

death. In 1923 he was promoted to

research professor at the University of

Toronto. His main research topic was

on algebraic functions."
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\Fields received several important hon-

ours. He was elected a fellow of the

Royal Society of Canada in 1907 and,

in 1913, he was elected fellow of the

Royal Society of London. In 1924 the

International Congress of Mathemati-

cians was held at Toronto and Fields

was honoured by being President of the

Congress."

� World class Fields Institute for Research

in Mathematical Sciences (Toronto 1992).

� The ICM was held in Vancouver in 1974.

� IMU has 55 members. In `Group V' are:

Canada, China, France, Germany, Israel,

Italy, Japan, Russia, UK, USA.

� The prize is poorly funded | CMS and FI

are trying to improve this.
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B. The Legacy of John Charles Fields

\However Fields is best remembered

for conceiving the idea of, and for pro-

viding funds for, an international medal

for mathematical distinction. Adopted

at the International Congress of Math-

ematicians at Zurich in 1932, the �rst

medals were awarded at the Oslo Congress

of 1936.

Field's Medals are awarded to no fewer

than two and no more than four math-

ematicians under 40 years of age

every four years at the International

Congress of Mathematicians. These

conditions were set down to recognise

Fields' wish, set out in his Will, that the

awards recognise both work com-

pleted and point to the potential for

future achievement."
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C. The Fields Medal Itself

Obverse: Archimedes facing right

The inscription is:

TRANSIRE SUUM PECTUSMUNDOQUE

POTIRI \To transcend one's spirit

and to take hold of (to master) the

world."

� In the �eld is \of Archimedes" in Greek,

the artist's monogram and date RTM, MC-

NXXXIII. R(obert) T(ait) M(cKenzie), the

Canadian sculptor/designer. The correct

date is \MCMXXXIII" (1933).
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Reverse: Archimedes' sphere

inscribed in a cylinder

CONGREGATI EX TOTOORBEMATH-

EMATICI OB SCRIPTA INSIGNIA TRIBUERE

\The mathematicians having con-

gregated from the whole world awarded

(this medal) because of outstanding

writings."

(Eberhard Knobloch, August 5, 1998)

� Each Medal is struck in the Canadian Mint
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D1. A First Marvel: Andrew Wiles

Special IMU silver plaque

Andrew Wiles (1953)

� Andrew J. Wiles (Princeton) for the 1994

solution of Fermat's Last `Theorem'�

�A life-long search, with an error in 1993.
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A Taste of Wiles

Fermat's last theorem (a 350 year challenge).

The Diophantine equation

x
N + y

N = z
N

has no positive integer solutions for N =

3;4;5; � � � . Solutions for N = 2 are Pythagorean

triples: 32+42 = 52, 52+122 = 132, etc.

� Pierre de Fermat (1608-1665) claimed `an

admirable proof'.�

� A brilliant false proof (Kummer in 1843)

helped number theory and algebra develop.

� Nova produced The Proof and interviewed

Wiles:

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/proof/wiles.html.

� The proof uses `most` of 20th Century math-
ematics | the `Langlands programme' (an-

other Canadian).

�Annotating in his copy of Bachet's Diophantus, `the
margin is too narrow to contain it'.
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Proofs by Reduction

Fermat was a master at reduction ad absur-

dum (assume a solution exists, then produce a

smaller one) and could certainly prove certain

cases (N = 4) by such means. This approach

does not work in full generality.

� I illustrate `reductio' graphically with Tom

Apostol's lovely new geometric proof� of the

irrationality of
p
2.

| This can be beautifully illustrated in a dy-

namic computational geometry package such

as Geometer's Sketchpad or Cinderella.

�MAA Monthly, November 2000, 241-242.
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PROOF. Consider the smallest right-angled

isoceles triangle with integer sides. Circum-

scribe a circle of readius the vertical side and

construct the tangent on the hypotenuse.

The smaller isoceles triangle is again integral

� � � .
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D2. A Second Marvel: Peter Shor

The Nevanlinna Prize

Peter Shor (1959)

� Peter W. Shor (AT&T) for the theoreti-

cal underpinning of quantum computing

and for contributions to computational

geometry and algorithmics
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The Nevanlinna Prize

� Given, every four years, since 1982 \for

outstanding work in the �eld of theoreti-

cal computer science" as a counterpart to

the Fields Medal.

� Named for the great Finnish analyst Rolf

Nevanlinna (1895-1980), Rector of Univ.

of Helsinki and IMU President, who in the

1950s also initiated computing at Finnish

universities.
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A Taste of Shor: Quantum Computing

CITATION. \Peter Shor has carried

out pioneering work in combinatorial

analysis and the theory of quantum com-

puting. He received worldwide recogni-

tion in 1994 when he presented a com-

putational method for "factorising large

numbers" which, theoretically, could be

used to break many of the coding sys-

tems currently employed. The draw-

back is that Shor's algorithm works on

so-called quantum computers, of which

only prototypes currently exist. Quan-

tum computers do not operate like con-

ventional ones, but make use of the

quantum states of atoms, which o�ers

a computing capacity far in excess of

current parallel supercomputers."�

�Uncertainty lets 2N ,! N .
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\Shor's result unleashed a boom in re-

search amongst physicists and computer

scientists. Experts predict that quan-

tum computers could already become

a reality within the next decade, but

this rapid development is also a cause

of concern for some observers. Shor

has been able to prove mathematically

that the new computers would mean

that current standard encrypting meth-

ods such as "RSA", which are used for

electronic cash and on-line signatures

would no longer be secure. "RSA" was

developed in 1977 by the mathemati-

cians Ronald Rivest, Adi Shamir and

Leonard Adelmann� (hence the acronym).

It makes use of the fact that factoris-

ing a number is a so-called one-way

function."

�Adelmann also build the �rst DNA computer.
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\This means that while it is very easy

to make a large number from smaller

ones, it is takes much longer to �nd all

the factors of a large number. This

time factor is the basis for the se-

curity o�ered by many encryption

methods. Using Shor's algorithms, fac-

torising large numbers on a quantum

computer would be just as fast as mul-

tiplication. "RSA" and other proce-

dures would no longer be safe. Experts

have been making reassuring noises, since

a lot of work remains to be done be-

fore such computers can even be con-

structed, but cryptographers are already

working on the next generation of en-

cryption techniques."
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DICTIONARY DEFINITION

Quantum computer, n. a radical, still largely

theoretical, alternative to the VON NEUMANM

ARCHECTECTURE of present DIGITAL COM-

PUTERS. First posited by Richard Feynman in

1982, and detailed by Deutsch (1985) it relies

on exploiting quantum mechanical properties

of: quantization, entanglement, and especially

quantum interference. Interferencemeans out-

comes of quantum processes depend on all

possible histories of a process, and makes quan-

tum computers exponentially more powerful than

classical ones. Entanglement means spatially

separated, non-interacting, systems with prior

interaction may still have locally inaccessible

information in common. This is what makes

quantum encryption possible. The �eld ex-

ploded after 1994 when Peter Shor discov-

ered a quantum algorithm for eÆcient FAC-

TORIZATION of very large numbers. Such

methods would render current encryption tech-

niques, such as RSA, ine�ective.
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How Close Are We?

"A quantum computer gets its power

by taking advantage of certain quan-

tum properties of atoms or nuclei that

allow them to work together as quan-

tum bits, or "qubits," which serve si-

multaneously as the computer's pro-

cessor and memory. By directing the

interactions between qubits while keep-

ing them isolated from the external en-

vironment, scientists enable a quan-

tum computer to perform certain

calculations, such as factoring, ex-

ponentially faster than conventional

computers. When factoring large num-

bers using a conventional computer, each

added digit roughly doubles the time to

�nd the factors.\
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\In contrast, the quantum factoring time

increases by only a constant increment

with each additional digit. The sim-

plest meaningful instance of Shor's Al-

gorithm is �nding the factors of the

number 15, which requires a seven-qubit

quantum computer. IBM chemists de-

signed and made a new molecule

that has seven nuclear spins { the nu-

clei of �ve uorine and two carbon atoms

{ which can interact with each other

as qubits, be programmed by radio fre-

quency pulses and be detected by nu-

clear magnetic resonance (NMR) instru-

ments similar to those commonly used

in hospitals and chemistry labs."�

�See Nature, Dec 19, 2001 and:

www.research.ibm.com/resources/news/20011219 quantum.shtml
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\The IBM scientists controlled a vial of

a billion-billion (1018) of these molecules

so they executed Shor's algorithm and

correctly identi�ed 3 and 5 as the

factors of 15.\Although the answer

may appear to be trivial, the unprece-

dented control required over the seven

spins during the calculation made this

the most complex quantum computa-

tion performed to date," Amer said.

The 7 qubit molecule
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D3. Six Marvels: The Four Medalists

Borcherds (1959) Gowers (1963)

� Richard E. Borcherds (Cambridge Univ.),
for his work in automorphic forms and math-

ematical physics

� William T. Gowers (Cambridge Univ.),

for his work in functional analysis and com-

binatorics
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Kontsevich (1964) McMullen (1958)

� Maxim Kontsevich (Institut des Hautes

Etudes Scienti�ques and Rutgers Univ.),

for his work in algebraic geometry, alge-

braic topology, and mathematical physics

� Curtis T. McMullen (Harvard Univ.), for

his work on holomorphic dynamics and ge-

ometry of 3-dimensional manifolds"
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A Taste of Four: Some Common Themes

� They are both pure and applied (astron-

omy, physics, biology, computing, medicine).

� They cross and mix �elds (topology, alge-

bra, number theory, knot theory). They

see unexpected connections. They com-

bine the old and the new.

� They are ordinary, if very smart, human

beings! They can concentrate for a very

long time. They possess technical prowess

and brilliant insight.

� They come from all over, they mainly end

up in the US.

f There are very strong (Western) Canadian

research groups in each of these areas.
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Tying Some Pieces Together

} Kontsevichmixes physics, string theory, knot

theory, topology/geometry to extraordinary ef-

fect and so \prove a conjecture of Witten and

demonstrate the mathematical equivalence of

two models of so-called quantum gravitation."

Reidermeister Moves

~ Kontsevich found the `best knot invariant'�

so far. We still can not tell when two knots

are the same, or even e�ectively when we have

an `un-knot` (KnotPloty).

�Invariants discriminate: such as `casting out nines`.

y
www.pims.math.ca/knotplot/various/rayt.html
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} Borcherds brewed algebra and geometry

into `Monstrous Moonshine' (conjectured by

Conway and Norton in late 70's) connecting

the order of monster groups with the coeÆ-

cients of modular (elliptic) functions.�

CITATION. `Groups are mathemati-

cal objects which can be used to de-

scribe the symmetry of structures. : : : .

An important theorem of algebra says

that all groups, however large and com-

plicated they may seem, all consist of

the same components { in the same

way as the material world is made up

of atomic particles."

�Simple to compute series like Klein's absolute invariant:

j(q) = q�2 +744+ 196884 q2+21493760 q4+ � � �
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\The \monster group" is the largest

\sporadic, �nite, simple" group -

and one of the most bizarre objects

in algebra. It has more elements than

there are elementary particles in the

universe (approx. 8�1053). Hence the
name \monster". In his proof, Borcherds

uses many ideas of string theory."

� The exact order is 8080;17424;79451;28758;

86459;90496;17107;57005;75436;80000;00000.

~ Borcherds heavily uses work by Bob Moody

at UofA.�

�See http://cicma.mathstat.concordia.ca/faculty/

cummins/moonshine.html
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� Much of the way was led by Canada's most

famous living mathematician. the geometer:

Donald Coxeter (1907 { )
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Coxeter's 95th Birthday Mobile

� A projection of a regular four-dimensional

solid whose faces consist of 120 regular do-

decahedrons.�

�
//www.fields.utoronto.ca/programs/scientific/

01-02/coxeter95/.
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} Gowers answered 75 year old questions about

Banach space (motivated by formalizing quan-

tum theory (Von Neumann) and by the geom-

etry of numbers (Minkowski)) with a mixture

of discrete and analytic techniques.

CITATION. \Gowers has been able to

construct a Banach space which has al-

most no symmetry. This construction

has since served as a suitable counter-

example for many conjectures in func-

tional analysis, including the hyperplane

problem and the Schr�oder-Bernstein prob-

lem for Banach spaces. Gowers' con-

tribution also opened the way to

the solution of one of the most fa-

mous problems in functional analy-

sis, the so-called \homogeneous space

problem."
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}McMullen has made dramatic contributions

to the behaviour of chaotic dynamical systems.

\McMullen's major work involved �nd-

ing the relationship between the geom-

etry of three-dimensional objects and

the universal structure that occurs in

the transition from regular to chaotic

physical behavior. Physicists have found

a surprising amount of common struc-

ture in di�erent systems whose behav-

ior changes from predictable to unpre-

dictable. Examples include smoothly

owing water that becomes turbulent,

asteroids suddenly swinging out of reg-

ular orbits, and a heart suddenly start-

ing to beat irregularly. McMullen has

constructed a new geometric perspec-

tive on the structures common to such

physical changes.
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\There are many practical applications

to this work," he said,\such as more

detailed knowledge of how heart at-

tacks begin, how earthquakes start, and

how an asteroid might suddenly change

its path and head for Earth."�

The Most Famous Modern Math Image?

� Constructed from Julia sets: J(�) the z0 so

that zn+1 = z
2
n + � remains bounded when it-

erated in the complex plane. It shows � with

J(�) connected.y

�See www.news.harvard.edu/gazette/1998/09.17/

MathematicianCu.html

ySee
http://aleph0.clarku.edu/personal/djoyce/julia/

explorer.html
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Fractal Behaviour in Zeros of Polynomials

(CECM/Springer-Verlag)
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E. Research at SFU

These areas all mesh with high-level research

at SFU:

February 1. The Canada Foundation

for Innovation has approved its part of

a ten million dollar project to build a

unique world class SFU Interdisciplinary

Research facility in the Mathematical

and Computational Sciences (IRMaCS).

At its core will be the strong research

groups at Simon Fraser University in

highly computational pure and applied

mathematics and science. These groups

of scientists and students span math-

ematics, statistics, computing science,

computational biology, engineering, ki-

nesiology and more. This grant will

build (or renovate) and equip approxi-

mately 25,000 square feet of advanced

research space.

(P. Borwein, Project Leader)
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� � � And something rare

� Mathematics consists of beautiful general

theories and equally beautiful exotica. We have

seen some of each.

The Only White Waratah Plant

� I personally am entranced by `sporadic' Waratah-

like examples.
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F. CONCLUSION

The Fields Medal

� Math is experiencing a period of great di-

versity, synthesis and inter-disciplinarity. Its

value to the other sciences is increasingly

recognized. The next Fields Medalists (Au-

gust 2002 in Beijing) will show this in trumps.
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